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Year in Review
Since 2019 is an equalization year, it was time for the biennial re-assessment of all
properties. That does not mean every property has a value change, it means all classes
of property are to be reviewed and determine whether the current level of assessment is
within the required parameters. If not, then changes need to be made. The rules require
the median sales ratio for commercial, multi-residential and residential properties to be
within the range of 95% - 105%. The median ratio is established from the prior year’s
sales and consists only of those considered normal, arms-length transactions.
I will start with the easiest class first, commercial, our median ratio was at 96.5%,
meaning no overall changes were required. While the Iowa Department of Revenue
(IDR) does not officially have a minimum number of sales to be used for the study, fifteen
has become the desired measure. Sioux County had 23 commercial sales in 2018, which
were used for the sales study. In the case where a county does not have sufficient sales,
IDR will use the previous year sales, also. With a limited amount of sales affecting the
assessments of the entire class (we have 1,593 commercial parcels) there needs to be
due diligence in making sure the sales have not been effected by something which would
make them abnormal. The method we use is sending a survey to the buyer and asking
about such things as personal property included in the sale, was it a family sale, sale to
the tenant, among others.
In the cases where a county has very few commercial sales and does not get close to
fifteen over two years, IDR has appraisal staff who go to the county and do an appraisal
on twelve randomly selected properties. These in turn are used to supplement the sales.
This used to be standard practice statewide, but budget and staffing cuts over the years
have limited this to only being done in about 40 of the smallest counties. The last time
IDR did appraisals in Sioux County was for the 2009 values; fortunately we continue to
have sufficient sales to help indicate our overall market level.

As has been the trend for the past fourteen years, residential values saw an increase.
Other than 2011, we have raised residential assessments every equalization year since
2005. For 2019, the changes ranged from 7% to 12%, with the overall change a little
over 8%. We did a full review of each town and made adjustments that were more
specific according to those markets. Again, the goal is to pre-empt a state ordered
increase that would be across the board and higher overall. As opposed to commercial,
we have ample residential sales that can be used to determine the market trends; there
will be more on that later.

The largest change came in the agricultural class; the overall valuation went down almost
31%. (the statewide average was -28%) This resulted from updating the 5-year rolling
average used for the productivity formula with two lesser income-producing years.
(2011- 2012 were replaced by 2016-2017). While this new time frame saw an 11.8%
increase in corn yields and 9.6% jump for soybeans, there was a 15.7% decrease in the
gross income. In addition, since there was basically no change in expenses, the net
income declined by 26.6%. These are numbers specific to Sioux County and have been
calculated by the Iowa Department of Revenue.
This follows a 12.5% drop in 2017. The positive feature in this will be the rollback, which
sets the amount of the assessment on which taxes are paid. It has been projected that
it will go from the current 56% to 82%, so the total taxable valuation will not take that
big of hit. Hopefully, things smooth out in future years, as there will not be a lot of room
for the rollback to move, once it hits 100% any decrease is a net loss in the taxable
valuation.

The map below shows the statewide changes of the farmland assessments for 2019.

The unknown this year of possible equalization is the multi-residential properties. These
include apartments, mobile home parks, nursing homes and assisted living facilities. We
only have 110 of these parcels and not a lot of sales, three in each of the past two years.
While statistically everything looks fine, six is not a very large sample size. To supplement
the lack of sales, IDR appraisal staff have done appraisals on a random selection of twelve
properties. The results of the appraisals have not been released yet, so we play the
waiting game. Tentative equalization orders will be issued on August 15.

An update on board of review action from last year, Paradigm Tax Group from Kansas
City, filed appeals on behalf of Ag Partners, LLC on their Alton and Maurice locations.
What happens in these cases is the “tax consultants” contact high value property owners
for permission to appeal their assessments on a contingency basis. Meaning, no cost to
the owner unless there is a value reduction, then they pay the consultant a percentage
of the tax savings for a certain number of years.
In this case, the board of review denied the appeals and Paradigm filed with the Iowa
Property Assessment Appeal Board (PAAB) for further review on June 7, 2018. Nothing
happened until October 30, 2018 when PAAB filed an order against Paradigm to begin
the scheduling and discovery process within the next 60 days. (Since it was their appeal,
we certainly were not going to push for movement.) After 60 days, there was nothing
and PAAB issued a second order for them to act in the next 30 days or face dismissal of
the case. Well, on March 8, 2019 PAAB issued an order to dismiss the case because of
inaction on Paradigm’s part. Those are the kind of cases we like!

That case also stresses how fortunate we are to have a County Attorney, Tom Kunstle,
who is willing to handle assessment appeal cases. That is not the situation in Buena Vista
County, where Paradigm also filed for Ag Partners. Since the BV County Attorney chooses
not to handle assessment cases, they have to hire an outside attorney. In this instance,
where ultimately nothing happened and the case was dismissed, BV County spent $7,500
on attorney’s fees while Sioux County spent nothing beyond Tom’s regular salary.

On a personnel note, long time Real Estate Clerk, Carol Van Gorp, retired at the end of
February. While the timing was not the greatest, Brenda, Jonathan and I were able to
get the nearly 16,000 assessment notices printed and mailed by the April 1 deadline.
Now that we have finished the appeal/Board of Review period, I can concentrate on hiring
a replacement. (Due to the spring flooding, Sioux County was one of 60 counties under
a Presidential Disaster Declaration, which automatically extended the appeal period from
April 30 to June 5 and the Board of Review session to June 15.)

Floyd River North of Alton – Summer 2018

Legislation
I have been on the Iowa State Association of Assessors (ISAA) Legislative Committee for
a number of years now, this past year I also served as a co-chair. For assessors, 2019
ended up being a minor legislative year as far as impact. It did not start out that way
though, within the first week of session, a bill was introduced in the Senate that would
have required Iowa assessors to stand for a retention vote. This stemmed from a Senator
having a beef with his local assessor. Assessors are purposefully appointed as to keep
politics out of their job function, this would have changed that drastically. Fortunately,
there were enough Senators who understand that (including our Senator, Randy
Feenstra) and the bill went nowhere. But that doesn’t mean that something similar could
be brought up again in the future.
You may be aware of Senate File 634; it mainly dealt with property tax limitations for
cities and counties but did include a portion for assessors. Iowa assessors must use an
appraisal manual provided by the Department of Revenue. SF 634 added the requirement
to implement the most current version of this manual within two years of its publication.
A new manual is to be released for 2020, (the first since 2008) and since everything is
computerized, there should be no problem meeting that deadline. Surprisingly enough
there are some counties still using a version published in 1998. These are most likely
cases of smaller counties that have not upgraded everything to computer pricing. If they
have minimal commercial or industrial properties with very little changes, they probably
do not see a need to purchase and maintain the software for those classifications, it is
just as easy to do manually.

Real Estate Market
As expected, 2018 was another good year for the residential market in Sioux County with
510 houses sold, fifteen more than 2017. The average sale price went from $161,170 to
$166,800, a 3.5% increase.
(Non arms-length transaction sales excluded, i.e.
foreclosures, estate sales, between family members, etc.)

(Chart is urban sales only)

With the average selling price continuing to increase it makes sense we see a shift in the
amount of sales in various price ranges. Just a few years ago, 31% of the sales were
under $100,000 and 11% were over $250,000. Thus far, in 2019, it is shifting the other
direction, 19% are less than $100,000 and 20% are higher than $250.000. Below is the
breakdown for 2018.

The farmland market has remained steady over the past few years and that is
confirmed by the annual survey done Iowa State University.

New Construction
For the agricultural class, there was just under $4 million added, which is the lowest
amount in five years. It probably stands to reason when you see a decline in net farm
income; you see less building going on. From what I have read, the same slow-down is
happening in the implement business, also.

2018 was another big year in commercial and industrial construction totaling $24.85
million of new value.
Feed mill expansion in Boyden

New Feed mill in Sheldon

Storage unit facilties continue to go up. This one in Sheldon

Two more in Sioux Center

A new business and a relocation in Rock Valley
Reink, Inc builds custom pallets, crates and boxes.

D&D Global is manufacturer/wholesaler of power drive belts

Sioux Center saw numerous new buildings in 2018
A gymnastics school

“Freaky Fast”

New facility for Mouw Motors

New corporate headquarters for Interstates Electric

Hy Vee added a new convenience store

Ambank built a branch office.

A new restaurant

And many other projects just getting underway for 2019.

With the new regional airport opening, a couple businesses built new hangers/offices
for their base of operations.

Also a rental hanger “condo” and a corporate jet hanger.

Perdue Farms (formerly Sioux Preme Pack) has a $30 million expansion project going.

K2W Precision Wheels quadrupled their facility north of Orange City

A new dog grooming and boarding business in Orange City

Vogel Paint doubled the size of their Old masters facility in Orange City

Apartment buildings continue to go up so there was $4.9 million additional value for
multi-residential properties.

Residential - $25.75 million, 80 new homes, possibly the fewest since I came in 2004.

The Iowa Legislative Services Agency publishes a weekly map with various facts about
Iowa, here are two recent ones I found interesting.
This first one tracks changes for each county in employment and population since 2010.
For those of us involved with anything somewhat related to either, it illustrates what we
have been well aware of, Sioux County continues to show strong growth in both areas.
We are one of only two counties without, or adjacent to a metro area to have done that.

This second map has general information about the population of the cities in Iowa. I
knew there were a lot of small cities but had no idea that 71% of them had a population
of less than 1,000.

Enjoy the summer and as always, if you have any questions feel free to contact me.

Ross

